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Abstract: Seven years have passed since the 25 January 2011 revolution, and Egyptians are still reeling under its 
nightmarish aftermath. Despite the fact that the uprising has provided the country with the briefest moments of euphoric 
hope in its contemporary history, Egyptians now suffer from the trauma of being exposed to violence and of losing all sense 
of worthiness. However, the revolution’s negative impact on the socio-political conditions has inspired Egyptian filmmakers 
to create a new cinematic culture of resistance in which unresolved traumas can be approached and fractured identities 
healed. While avoiding direct engagement with the suppressive political status-quo, contemporary films address trauma as an 
unassimilated personal experience that needs to be renegotiated and embraced. Going beyond the conventional re integrative 
and re interpretative coping mechanisms, more recent Egyptian films are interested in redirecting their gaze backward and 
inward, searching for the society’s ingrained traumas so as to subvert their toxic effect. Films such as Ali the Goat and 
Ibrahim (2016), Dry Hot Summers (2016), and Sheikh Jackson (2017) are prominent examples of how integrating the 
country’s deep-rooted traumas into a wholesome narrative of convergence can be considered the ultimate act of resistance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2010, the Arab world was swept with an unbridled 
revolutionary wave of protests and riots – commonly 
referred to as the Arab Spring – against repressive 
post-colonial regimes in Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, 
Yemen, Bahrain, Iraq, Lebanon and many other 
countries. Although the demonstrations initially 
produced an exhilarating and contagious sense of 
hope, it was not long before the uprisings spiraled 
into aggravated violence, military insurgencies, civil 
wars and general political unrest in the region, 
ultimately crushing the dreams of millions of Arabs. 
The widespread conflicts and pervasive fear most 
citizens of the Arab world have to cope with on a 
daily basis nowadays have resulted in a dismaying 
collective trauma and Egypt has been no exception. 
The aftermath of the 2011 youth-inspired Egyptian 
revolution has plunged the country into violent 
clashes between young revolutionaries and the army 
forces and polarized conflicts between secular groups 
and Islamists which culminated in the 2013 military 
coup, crushing all dreams of freedom and social 
justice the revolution had initially called for. 
Egyptians now have to live under the iron grip of a 
relentless militarized regime that has enforced 
draconian measures, imprisoned hundreds of political 
activists, and cracked down on all forms of artistic 
expression.1Ultimately, the Egyptian people are 
realizing that they are getting further and further 
away from their dreams.  
In spite of the fact that such events have transformed 
the optimism characterizing the early artistic attempts 
after 2011 into bitter disillusionment with the future, 
the traumatic rift caused by the failed revolution and 
experienced by those who witnessed and participated 
in it alike has prompted artists, especially filmmakers, 
to create an unorthodox culture of resistance. Instead 

of longingly chronicling the euphoric rebellious 
sentiments of the protests – as the first wave of post-
2011 films did – or directly engaging with the 
disheartening political status-quo, more recent 
Egyptian films have started to take an inexorable turn 
in the opposite direction and to find innovative modes 
of representation in order to deal with the prevalent 
despair and trauma. 
Trauma can be defined as a psychological condition 
that “occurs when the conscious experience of an 
event that befalls a subject fails to coincide with the 
event itself” (Thurschwell 278); in other words, the 
subject experiences an event in retrospect because it – 
the event – is too emotionally disturbing to be 
apprehended in real time. The subject, hence, has to 
live with the severe anxiety resulting from the 
delayed experience of an earlier event, projecting its 
emotional consequences on the present environment. 
From a sociological perspective, it is believed that 
“what makes traumatic events so distressing is that 
they violate many of the basic assumptions people 
have about themselves and the world” (Updegraff et 
al 710). Trauma happens when people fail to 
assimilate a certain event into a preexisting controlled 
system of beliefs about the self and the world. 
Consequently, the Arab Spring and its subsequent 
political and social upheaval can be labelled as 
collective traumatic events:  not only did many 
subjects confront the threat of death and serious 
injury during and after the revolutions, but also a lot 
more had to replace their newfound sense of 
worthiness and hope with unspeakable oppressive 
conditions. 
In his article “Public Health as Foreign Policy: 
Trauma in the Arab World,” Ryan Sutocontends that 
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is currently 
considered the most common mental health problem 
in several Arab countries due to escalating violence 
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and social upheaval in the region. Originally 
developed as derivative term for battle shock 
experienced by soldiers during war, PTSD describes a 
set of symptoms following first-hand exposure to an 
event that involves death or serious injury, or 
witnessing an event that involves death, injury, or a 
threat to the physical integrity of another person 
(Briere and Scott 3). These symptoms include 
emotional re-experiencing of the traumatic event in 
the form of recurrent or intrusive recollections or 
dreams, persistent avoidance of triggers associated 
with the traumatic event, increased levels of anxiety, 
general social unresponsiveness, insomnia, cognitive 
problems and, sometimes, suicidal depression 
(Chamberlin 363). One of the trademark symptoms of 
PTSD is the inability to perceive reality as it is due to 
the fact that dissociative trauma-related memories 
interrupt the temporality of the present moment 
(Trinidad 4). A victim’s memories of the trauma can 
interfere with their perception of reality through 
either repetition or repression. In repetition, the 
victim experiences flashbacks to the traumatic events 
along with its accompanying emotions, and in 
repression, the victim’s unconscious expels memories 
of the trauma whose emotional effects disguisedly 
reappear in other behaviors that usually take a 
compulsive pattern. 
Since 2011, many Egyptians have been killed, 
injured, detained, tortured, or experienced the loss of 
a friend or a family member, and a lot more have 
been subjected to or witnessed violence. This 
continuous state of ubiquitous fear and threat has led 
to a noticeable surge in PTSD cases which are 
adamantly unacknowledged by the authorities 
(Toma). Besides, the revolution has caused a rupture 
in most Egyptians’ assumptive world; their 
assumptions about the worthiness of the self, the 
validity of their dreams, and the benevolence of the 
world have been shattered (Matthies-Boon 625). It 
comes as no surprise that in order to repair those 
assumptions, Egyptian victims of trauma resort to 
either of two strategies: reintegration and 
reinterpretation. Reintegration is the process in which 
the victim changes their assumptive world and creates 
a new one in which the trauma can normally fit; on 
the other hand, reinterpretation describes how the 
victim tries to makes sense of their trauma by 
repositioning it in their old assumptive world with a 
new significance (625-26). So to lose all hope in 
change and believe that Egypt is an irredeemable 
place is a reintegrative coping mechanism, whereas to 
believe that the revolution’s failure has served a 
purpose is a reinterpretative coping mechanism. 
Whether the two strategies are actually capable of 
helping PTSD victims ‘recover’ from trauma is still a 
topic of debate. 
Producing art under such politically repressive and 
psychologically crippling circumstances might look 
like an extremely arduous task; nevertheless, artistic 
expression in its basic form revolves around some 

kind of crisis, small-scale or large-scale, internal or 
external. It is art’s role to help people come to terms 
with the unsayable, push their defensive boundaries 
and discover the communicative tools necessary to 
integrate the crisis, no matter how traumatic it is, into 
their consciousness. Unlike its predecessor which was 
rife with revolutionary over-arousal, the new wave of 
Egyptian cinema seems to push the current 
distressing political scene to the background and 
make slow yet considerable and responsible moves 
towards understanding the post-revolution 
traumatized Egyptian identity as part of the 
psychological and social structure of the society. The 
new wave’s covert handling of trauma and its focus 
on the personal instead of the public, the social 
instead of the political can be attributed to three 
reasons. First, Egyptian filmmakers and artists in 
general reel under severe authoritative restrictions; 
artistic products have to conform to the state-
sanctioned narrative or they will never see the light of 
day. Second, as is the case with most Arab countries, 
mental-health problems “are often ignored for fear of 
bringing shame and disgrace to both individual and 
family” (Suto), and clinical discussions of trauma and 
PTSD have only been brought to the public attention 
recently. The stigma ascribed to the trauma discourse 
makes Egyptian artists quite cautious in their attempts 
to approach trauma-related issues.  
Third, the films of the new wave give their full 
attention to the narrative stage of the traumatic event. 
According to recent psychiatric literature, trauma can 
be re-envisioned as a three-dimensional dialectical 
discourse that breaks down into an event, an 
experience, and a narrative. The event is the moment 
when the subject is exposed to the trauma, the 
experience is when the trauma is mentally recalled – 
here it most probably moves to the order of the 
symbolic – and finally the narrative is when the 
trauma is retold and woven into a story of 
significance (Trinidad 17-8). To properly experience 
then narrate trauma bridges the so-called 
unrepresentable gap between before and after, weaves 
reintegrative and reinterpretative coping mechanisms 
into meaningful, relatable narratives, and formulates 
the first steps towards healing – and this is what the 
new wave films aspire to achieve. 
 
II. UNTANGLING DEEPER TRAUMAS 
 
Building up on Freud’s writings on hysteria, Marana 
Borges argues that the idea of original sin plays an 
integral role in our understanding of trauma. She 
proposes that a traumatic event always fails to 
become conscious at the time it takes place, and that 
our conscious experience of trauma is a symptom or a 
repetition of a repressed latent traumatic event that 
we cannot remember. She validly wonders if 
collectively experienced catastrophic events are 
original traumas or just a restaging of a previous 
violent and traumatic event (3). Despite the fact that 
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Borges’ proposition contradicts with our 
epistemological and clinical understanding of trauma, 
it offers a reevaluative look at traumatic events and 
link them to older quiescent traumas whose 
importance is diminished in comparison to the more 
recent, more obvious traumatic event. The January 25 
revolution may appear as the most incontestable 
traumatic rift in modern Egyptian consciousness but 
it can also be the manifestation or the event of other 
less conspicuous yet deeper traumas that had 
insidiously accumulated over the years. The 
revolution becomes the restaging of a violence that 
had already occurred in the Egyptian psyche. 
According to director Amr Salama and writer Omar 
Khaled, one of those latent violent traumas is toxic 
masculinity. Reinforced by religious misconceptions 
and a long history of patriarchal traditions, the 
Egyptian society, like most of its Arab counterparts, 
has been infested with aggressive and self-entitled 
beliefs about what it is to be a man. In his latest film 
Sheikh Jackson (2017), Salama directs a story about a 
young Imam – a Muslim clergyman – named Khaled 
who faces a crisis of faith after he hears about 
Michael Jackson’s death. The film starts with Khaled 
reluctantly confessing to his psychiatrist that he is no 
longer able to cry – a confession that defies one of 
society’s most fundamental tautologies that real men 
do not cry. However, we realize that Khaled is 
seeking psychiatric help because his inability to cry is 
basically affecting his assumed power as a cleric; 
piously crying out of fear of God has been one of his 
trademarks as an Imam and by losing it people might 
forsake his mosque and seek a different Imam. The 
film’s premise puts its protagonist in a precarious 
position in terms of his masculinity. In a society 
where crying is mostly associated with femininity and 
vulnerability, Khaled’s tendency to cry during 
prayers is his only source of power because a 
religious environment is the only context men are 
allowed to cry without detracting from their 
masculinity. After the news about Michael Jackson’s 
death, Khaled becomes unable to cry during prayers, 
which leaves him wondering if his tears had anything 
to do at all with his religious devotion or they 
emanated from a more vulnerable, less masculine 
self. To answer the question, Khaled takes us with 
him in a much dreaded, yet much needed, journey 
into the past before he reintegrated his trauma into the 
new assumptive world of religious zeal. 
As the movie flashes back to the early 1990s, we are 
introduced to Khaled as a gentle child, then decent 
teenager, who is curious about Michael Jackson and 
his music – a curiosity that is met with surreptitious 
support from the mother, Nagat (which literally 
means ‘salvation’ or ‘survival’), and with violent 
rejection from the father, Hany, who calls the 
sensational pop star a drag queen. When his mother 
dies in a young age, Khaled loses the source of 
balance and tolerance in his life and is forced to live 
with his father’s overbearing machismo, leaving an 

irreparable traumatic impact on his identity. Hany, a 
former bodybuilder who detests weakness and boasts 
about his multiple licentious affairs, aggressively 
pushes his son to follow his example in order to be a 
‘man.’ Their endless confrontations are caused by 
Khaled’s inability to rise up to his father’s standards 
of manhood and by his increasing interest in Michael 
Jackson. He becomes obsessed with Jackson not only 
to impress a school sweetheart but to erase his own 
rejected identity and replace it with another that 
compensates for the mother’s absence. And when this 
makeshift identity is also turned down by the father, 
Khaled seeks refuge in his uncle’s world of religiosity 
where his masculinity can never be questioned. It 
comes as no surprise that Khaled never reveals his 
real name until the end of the film; in the main 
chronological storyline, other characters call him 
Sheikh, and throughout the flashbacks he is either 
referred to as Doodle, a name given to him by his 
mother, or Jackson, his nickname at school. 
Eventually, he finds his missing ID and the POV shot 
allows the audience to read his name for the first time 
– a metaphor for accepting his true identity and 
finally coming to terms with his repressed trauma.  
In a beautiful scene where the adult Khaled visits his 
estranged father Hany (Sheikh 01:20:52-01:25:35), 
the latter cries because he misses his son and his late 
wife, Khaled’s mother. Only then does Khaled fully 
apprehend the fragility of the masculinity narrative 
Hany was trying to force upon him all along; he 
comforts his father by ironically saying: “I thought 
men don’t cry.” By regressing to the past and cutting 
through the assumptive veneers that used to shield his 
original trauma, Khaled at last succeeds in retrieving 
his suppressed fractured identity and reassessing his 
own notions of masculinity. In a final gesture of 
kindness, Hany tells his son as they say goodbye: 
“Open the door. I’m no longer standing outside.” 
Khaled does cry in the end, but this time, for all the 
right reasons. 
 
Aside from its political repercussions, the 2011 
revolution has shaken many of the country’s deep-
rooted social values including its ardent attachment to 
religion. Sheikh Jackson addresses the Egyptian 
society’s engrossment in religious fervor from its 
protagonist’s personal perspective. The 
controversially paradoxical title and premise of the 
film suggests an ideological confrontation between 
the eastern conservatism and western liberalism; 
nevertheless, Salama and Khaled do not use the 
paradox to dwell on any dogmatic conflicts: 
Sheikh Jackson definitely has a good hook with its 
tale of an imam whose crisis of faith is triggered by 
the death of his favorite, and somewhat forbidden, 
pop star. But beyond the intriguing idea of the King 
of Pop as a cultural ambassador to the Arab world, 
director Amr Salama, who co-wrote the script with 
Omar Khaled, doesn’t harvest much substance from 
the Jackson connection.” (Hereford) 
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This somehow sets the film apart from its 
predecessors which always analogically portrayed 
Islam as the flip side of liberalism. The story presents 
religious fundamentalism as a personal self-contained 
narrative whose implications go deeper than the 
superficial political explanations. Fundamentalism as 
a phenomenon is definitely sustained by political 
underpinnings but its operative dynamics in any 
given society need a more profound understanding of 
its capricious psychological aspect, and this is what 
Sheikh Jackson tries to provide through dissecting 
one man’s crisis of faith. 
The film opens with a frightening sequence of Khaled 
being buried alive by bearded men – a nightmarish 
vision which he experiences frequently (Sheikh 
00:00:25-00:01:16). Then Khaled is introduced to us 
as an extremely religious young man who adheres to 
the traditional Muslim dress code, wears a watch that 
keeps tally of his good and bad deeds, and instructs 
his Beyoncé-loving daughter that western songs are 
the devil’s tunes. It is not until Michael Jackson’s 
death which triggers the dormant traumas of the 
mother’s death – loss of innocence – that Khaled 
begins to register that his attachment to religion is 
only a contrived narrative of reintegration. In two 
scenes, once while leading a prayer (Sheikh 00:38:20-
00:39:39) and another while giving a sermon 
(01:07:32-01:08:44), Khaled gets interrupted by 
Jackson’s ghost as it does the thriller dance in the first 
and silently sits among the crowds in the second. 
Those “Shakespearean visitations” (Dalton) he 
receives from the deceased singer become a cry for 
help from Khaled’s real identity which he buried 
under layers of false beliefs – hence the burial dream. 
Khaled’s PTSD symptoms start to take a repetitive 
pattern in which the original trauma is repeated in 
disguise; Jackson’s death becomes an abrasive 
reminder of his mother’s death and his daughter’s 
obsession with Beyoncé of his old infatuation with 
the King of Pop. His failure to fully engage with his 
original trauma – experience the grief of his mother’s 
death – at the time it happened due to his father’s 
pervasive authority and psychological aggression has 
propelled Khaled to create a new assumptive world 
controlled by religious fundamentalism in which his 
trauma can be softened and reintegrated and his life 
‘normally’ resumed. As a result, religious 
conservatism is not seen as a counter-move against 
some external force, rather as a reactionary narrative 
to ingrained psychological anxieties. 
As the two timelines move hand in hand, the movie 
gives its protagonist the narrative space and time he 
needs to reassimilate his original trauma. And 
although the story is devoid of any references to the 
revolution, how Khaled’s religiosity is represented in 
a light-hearted manner breaks away from previous 
cinematic attempts which usually resorted to either 
exaggerated antagonism or distant reverence, and, in 
consequence, reflects the de facto revolutionary spirit 
of the era. Khaled’s experience with trauma is also an 

in insightful personal experience that constitutes the 
nucleus of the larger collective trauma of the country. 
His journey towards healing is not set as an example 
to be followed; rather, it urges us to go beyond the 
immediate traumatic event for the purpose of finding 
the deep-seated traumas – the psychological and 
social anxieties that had haunted the Egyptian psyche 
for years even before the revolution. 
 
III. HOLDING SPACE 
 
Looking backward is not the only means by which 
one can come to terms with their trauma. Vivienne 
Matthies-Boon explains that reintegrative and 
reinterpretative coping mechanisms are not enough 
because they need to be sustained by the shared 
context of a safe holding space: “The availability of a 
social holding space is crucial for the potential re-
articulation of broken assumptive worlds, since it 
recognises the (often inexpressible) reality of anxiety 
and loneliness in which the victim now lives. 
Particularly relating to others who suffered similar 
experiences renders trauma more bearable” 
(Matthies-Boon 625-26). To ‘hold space’ is to 
support another person “without judging them, 
making them feel inadequate, trying to fix them, or 
trying to impact the outcome. When we hold space 
for other people, we open our hearts, offer 
unconditional support, and let go of judgement and 
control” (Plett). The revolution trauma is collective 
yet it affects each citizen individually; thus, allowing 
these experiences to come together in a safe narrative 
environment alleviates the negative impact of trauma 
and facilitates the healing process. 
Directed by Sherif El Bendary and written by Ahmed 
Amer and Ibrahim El Batout, Ali the Goat and 
Ibrahim (2016) tells the story of two Egyptian young 
men, Ali and Ibrahim, who embark on a journey 
across Egypt to get rid of their unusual psychological 
afflictions. After they meet at a local healer’s, Ali, a 
whimsical young man nicknamed ‘Ali the Goat’ for 
his bizarre romantic attachment to a little white goat 
named Nada, and Ibrahim, a sound engineer tortured 
by episodes of high-pitched sounds that only he can 
hear, are advised to throw three rocks in Egypt’s three 
bodies of water so as to expel their curses. What 
everyone around them call curses are actually 
symptoms of unassimilated psychological traumas. 
Ali takes up the goat as a partner after the love of his 
life, also called Nada, dies suddenly, and Ibrahim 
suffers from the screeching sounds which he believes 
were the reason his mother committed suicide and his 
grandfather deafened himself. Notwithstanding the 
heartwarming relationship between Ali and Ibrahim, 
the absurdist element in the story is undeniable and 
accounts for the comedic nature of the film. El 
Bendary explains that his main characters’ abnormal 
neuroses are metaphors for Cairo’s chaotic living 
conditions which constantly assault its residents’ 
sensibilities: “The noise in Ibrahim’s head can be 
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taken as the cacophonous pressures of the metropolis, 
and Ali’s attachment to the goat as a response to the 
city’s tendency to alienate people from those around 
them” (qtd. in Weissberg). In addition to utilizing the 
absurdist element, the movie also leans towards the 
magical/supernatural especially in its portrayal of 
Nada the goat which is endowed with precognitive 
and telepathic superpowers. Employing the absurdist 
and the supernatural sets the film apart from its 
average Egyptian counterparts and makes room for a 
narrative space that is both safe and untraversed. 
This atypical narrative context is where Ali and 
Ibrahim start holding space and develop a friendship 
that helps each overcome the detrimental effects of 
their traumas. Driven by the desire to continue the 
course of their lives, Ali and Ibrahim resort to 
reinterpretive strategies which eventually prove to be 
lacking. Ali interprets the death of his fiancée as a 
supernatural event believing that she has been 
reincarnated as a goat; ergo, this prevents him from 
forming normal romantic relationships with other 
human beings. Ibrahim, on the other hand, interprets 
his family’s tragedies as an inevitable hereditary 
ailment, which leads him to attempting suicide. 
Throughout their journey, the two young men help 
each other overcome their fears and see their traumas 
as they actually are; they provide the supportive and 
kind perspectives the trauma victim needs to gauge 
the source of their anxiety as prescribed by the 
process of holding space. Ibrahim helps Ali to defeat 
his fear of water, and Ali encourages Ibrahim to go 
back to playing the Oud; most importantly though, 
they both teach each other to externalize their pain in 
order to create a shared context of understanding and 
empathy. Ibrahim does not get rid of his deafening 
sounds until he has learned to externalize them and 
used them against Ali’s attackers, and Ali does not 
accept Nada’s disappearance until all his friends and 
neighbors believe in its superpowers. The film 
teaches us that whether the trauma is individual or 
collective, it needs to be shared on a personal, 
epistemological level where the power of human 
connection is fully explored. The trauma of the 2011 
revolution was a collective event on a political level, 
but it still needs to be revisited as a common personal 
experience that has left its unique impact on the life 
of each Egyptian citizen within a cohesive 
community. 
Similar to Sheikh Jackson’s approach to religion, Ali 
the Goat and Ibrahim attacks Egypt’s authoritarian 
regime using a very light-hearted tone. Generally, the 
film adopts an apolitical stance with regard to the 
repressive conditions in the country, but in one scene 
in particular (Ali 00:04:21-00:08:11), Ali and a friend 
of his get arrested by a comically portrayed 
authoritarian police officer who insists that the teddy 
bear Ali has bought for Nada is filled with drugs. 
While the police officer frantically disembowels the 
stuffed toy, he ignores an abducted girl’s cries for 
help. Despite the scene’s brevity and satirical tone, it 

points out the unspeakable oppressive measures 
Egyptians have to endure on a daily basis. 
Another film that engages with the notion of holding 
space is Dry Hot Summers (2016). Also directed by 
Sherif El Bendary and written by Nura El Sheikh, the 
short film captures one day in the lives of two people 
who cross paths in one of Cairo’s cabs on a hot 
summer day. Doaa, a gregarious and talkative bride-
to-be, gets in the same taxi with Shawky, a cancer-
stricken old man, and due to an unintended mistake, 
the two characters have to spend most of the day 
together. Being stuck in Cairo’s rush hour traffic jam 
symbolizes Doaa’s and Shawy’s inability to process 
their deep-rooted anxieties – coming from a poor 
family, Doaa agrees to marry a man she barely knows 
and Shawky’s frail body indicates that his battle with 
cancer has been viciously long. Both are caught up in 
a stagnant phase in their trauma-assimilating process 
which is brought to an end only through their 
fortunate, albeit brief, encounter. Doaa finds in 
Shawky the father figure she has missed while 
growing up and he finds in her the nurturing feminine 
presence and the force of life his life has lacked. 
The film’s message sheds light on the subtle, yet 
profound impact of holding space. In a very powerful 
scene (Dry 00:20:19-00:23:06), Shawky poses for the 
wedding pictures with Doaa because her husband-to-
be has run late for the photo session. Shawky 
reluctantly agrees after the photographer assures him 
that he will use Photoshop to replace him with the 
groom in the pictures. Although the photographer 
describes the situation as a temporary fix, the non-
sexual intimacy that Doaa and Shawky share for a 
few moments succeed in pushing them beyond the 
aforementioned stagnant phase: the narrative jumps a 
few years forward to show us a happily married Doaa 
and a relatively healthier Shawky who apparently 
defies his doctors’ expectations of imminent death. 
These few moments of intimacy between an outgoing 
young girl in a white dress and an elderly man with a 
feeble body have created a safe shared space of 
supportive understanding whose impact could last 
forever. 
The 2011 revolution came as a brief moment of 
euphoria that has quickly metamorphosed into a 
nightmarish present, leaving millions of Egyptians 
suffering from the trauma of being exposed to 
violence and of losing all their sense of hope and 
worthiness. Nevertheless, the revolution’s negative 
impact on the status-quo has inspired Egyptian 
filmmakers to create a new cinematic culture in 
which unresolved traumas can be approached and 
fractured identities healed. While avoiding the 
distressing political conditions – a revolutionary 
statement in and of itself – contemporary films 
address trauma as a personal experience and 
primarily rely on the role of narration in the healing 
process. Films such as Sheikh Jackson, Ali the Goat 
and Ibrahim, and Dry Hot Summers engage with 
trauma as an unassimilated experience that needs to 
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be renegotiated and, thus, embraced. This process of 
narration goes beyond the reintegrative and 
reinterpretative coping mechanisms by redirecting the 
critical gaze and finding a shared space of 
convergence where the collective Egyptian identity 
can finally be reconstructed into a more integrated 
whole. The process explains why contemporary 
filmmakers are interested in looking backward and 
inward searching for the society’s ingrained traumas 
in order to subvert their toxic effect. Iranian-
American scholar AsefBayat maintains that any “state 
usually rules not from above or outside the society, 
but from within, by weaving its logic – through 
norms, relations, and institutions – into the social 
fabric. Challenging those norms, relations, and 
institutions would by definition diminish the state’s 
legitimacy and impair its ability to govern,” which 
makes the contemporary Egyptian cinema’s approach 
the ultimate form of resistance. 
 
IV. ENDNOTES 
 
The Egyptian authorities censored several books that 
document the 2011 uprising such as Walls of Freedom: 
Street Art of the Egyptian Revolution (2014), and in 2015 
Egyptian writer Ahmed Naji received a two-year sentence 
in prison for his sexually explicit novel The Use of Life 
(2014). 
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